Business Portfolio

Offering a composition of fashion driven products for all markets, carefully crafted through a sense of ‘INNOVATION and SUSTAINABILITY’

RC APPARELS - A Unit of Jain Group of Industries
ABOUT THE GROUP

The Jain Group Of Industries, one of India’s leading textile producers with a value-chain extending from Fabrics to Garments was established with a vision to grow through integrity, commitment and excellence in quality. From humble beginning as a corduroy manufacturer in Amritsar, the Group has progressed to establish itself as a Vertically Integrated organization, with a team of dedicated industry experienced professionals and technicians who have worked tirelessly to bring the company to where it is today.

The Company is today managed by second and third generation entrepreneurs who have a vast experience to guide every decision of theirs. With the Head Office Located at Gurgaon, the hub of North India and facilities spread over 25+ acres, employing over 3000 people, the Group is a pioneer in developing a large number of innovations to meet the ever changing requirements of its customers through its vertically integrated organizational structure starting from Weaving/Knitting to processing to garmenting to garment processing. The facilities are equipped with the latest machinery with cutting edge technology to enhance capabilities and increase efficiency while producing the finest quality of fabrics and apparels.

RC APPARELS

RC Apparels is the garment manufacturing division of the Jain group of Industries established in 2009 to promote a vertically integrated manufacturing enterprise delivering across the textile value chain from Fabric to Garment. Cutting edge technology, updated machinery, decades of experience of promoters and highly qualified professionals have made RC Apparels a pioneer in the garment industry with strong expertise in Denims, Knits & Woven garments across all market segments, namely Menswear, Womenswear & Kidswear.

25 Million USD Turnover
2500+ Workforce
4.2 Million Garment Production Annually
3 Manufacturing Units in Haryana

With the manufacturing facility spread across 1,25,000 sq.ft; the division is one of the largest integrated clothing manufacturer for Top & Bottom wear in North India.
FORWARD & BACKWARD INTEGRATION

RC Apparels has a strong Forward & Backward Integration through other companies of the group, Jain Cord & RCJC right from fabric manufacturing till garment processing.

RC APPARELS - STRENGTHS

**CUTTING EDGE TECHNOLOGY**
- Fully automated pocket setter
- Automatic loop attachment machine
- Feed of the arm with special sensors
- Fully automated MACPI form finisher

**SPECIALIZED DESIGN TEAM**
- Advanced fitting & design technology
- Annual product development/ sampling capacity of 5000+ samples
- Dedicated teams for each client

QUALITY CERTIFICATIONS

Our production units are certified by various global organisations for quality, process control, safety and environment management.

www.rcapparels.com
RC Apparels offers a manufacturing facility for a vast range for Womenswear, Menswear and Kidswear markets in Denims, Non Denims and Soft Wovens with diversified styling and superior quality.

**WOMENSWEAR**
- Knit Tops & T-Shirts
- Blouses & Shirts
- Skirts
- Stretch Bottoms
- Shorts
- Denims

**MENSWEAR**
- Formal Shirts
- Casual Shirts
- Knit T-Shirts
- Chinos
- Shorts
- Denims

**KIDSWEAR**
- Boys Shirts
- Girls Tops
- Skirts
- Stretch Bottoms
- Shorts
- Denims
Large And Varied Customer Base Comprising Of Both Domestic And International Buyers with markets ranging from Menswear, Womenswear & Kidswear across Topwear and Bottomwear.
SUSTAINABLE MANUFACTURING

At RC Apparels and RCJC, initiatives have been taken to align the manufacturing facility with sustainable practices to dedicate efforts towards controlling climate change and carving a viable future path.

ECO DYEING
To minimize effects of dyes and conserve water, we have come up with a concept of ECO Dyeing which uses 50% less chemical, water and energy as compared to the conventional dyeing method. The dyeing of garments is done on E-Flow machine which uses nanobubbles technology to transmit dyestuff onto the garment.

NATURAL DYES
We have incorporated the usage of Sustainable Vegetable/Natural/Rock/Organic Dyes in the production cycle. Having production done for more than 10,000 Garment (4 Tons) in Solid as well as Tie & Dye patterns, the dyes have a vast shade range with no colour limitation and fastness parameters similar to normal dyes.

LINE DRY SYSTEM
We have installed a Line Dry System in our unit which saves the reliance on Tumble Dry, thus saving Steam and Electricity at one end while minimizing noise pollution on the other hand.

Judicious placement of the system helps in optimum usage of the unit space, thus projecting a sustainable alternative.

LAZER PRINTING
We have installed Laser Printing Machine in our facility as an alternative to Palla Printing. Having Uniformity and achieving Testing Standards as per buyers needs are some advantages of the technology. This Eco-Friendly printing is possible on both, woven and knits. The process is done at garment stage with a scope of negligible fabric wastage along with water conservation.
SUSTAINABLE INITIATIVES

Sustainability has been integrated into Jain Group of Industries since 2005 and keeping in view of evolving changes globally, the initiative has been an important focal point of the business.

WATER MANAGEMENT
The industrial waste-water treatment at Jain Group is carried out in a dedicated state-of-art completely automated & PLC operated Effluent Treatment Plants (ETP). The effluent treatment area is designed to contain and treat all internal process/utility waste water.

The Textile Manufacturer’s Associations’ President i.e is the Owner of RCJC with the help of other members were able to partner with the Local Municipal Body and execute this one of a kind water supply system in all of NORTH-INDIA. The process is being supported along with Legal Documents and Permissions to ensure proper compliance.

RECYCLED WATER
Our RCJC garment washing unit has converted all its water supply from Fresh water to Recycled water, thus eliminating the usage of Underground Bores and water supply from the municipal department entirely. The recycled water is sourced through a direct pipeline from a local Municipal Sewage Treatment Plant in Gurugram.

Additionally, RCJC is also providing Certification Tags for garments guaranteeing the use of Recycled water. RCJC is the only washing unit in North India which is running on 100% Recycled water and aims of shifting manufacturing to Natural Dyes and Chemicals in the future and become 100% GREEN FACTORY by 2025.

10 Million Liters | 1 Million Liters
Fresh water saved per day collectively by member Textile Processing Factories
Fresh water saved per day by Washing Unit of RCJC

www.rcapparels.com
GREEN INITIATIVE - AMAN FOUNDATION

To provide impetus to our various environmental management initiatives, Aman Foundation was set up in April 2018, with a vision to safeguard and improve the environment. Jain Cord in collaboration with Aman Foundation is working to make our city clean and green. All trees are planted on government-appointed green belts and are taken care of for 3 years till they become self-sustainable. The Canopy of trees is primarily irrigated using recycled water from the Sewage Treatment Plant so we don’t further deplete our freshwater resources.

We are also striving to inculcate a sense of responsibility among school students across Gurgaon by conducting workshops and involving them in our tree plantation drives.

The Foundation is a 12AA & 80G awarded NGO working towards the betterment of environment for the residents of this city. 50,000 trees have been planted till Nov, 2019 and the plan is to plant more than 5 lac trees in the subsequent years. All trees will be supported and taken care of by us for 3 years, till they become self sustainable.

www.rcapparels.com